Resources

Radical Readers: Radical Readers is a program of collaborative book groups that aims to inspire a lifetime love of reading, build cross-cultural understanding, and cultivate community through two-way student mentorship. 
https://www.radicalreadersmentoring.org

The Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) is hosting a series of virtual conversations for parents and other caregivers who are managing children’s remote learning at home. 
https://www.trumba.com/calendars/ctfamilies?eventid=150617045

Schooner Exploring Our Coast Summer Camp 2021 is now open! Scholarships Available. For more information Click Here

For more resources visit our website https://newhavenreads.org/family-newsletter-resources

Did you know...

...NHR is now offering curbside pickup at our Community Book Bank. Click here to place an order!

Mark Your Calendar

- Good Friday: April 2nd NHR is OPEN
- April Recess: April 12th-17th. No Tutoring
- Stay tuned for more info for Summer Sessions

Site Director Contact Information

Audra, Science Park: Audra@newhavenreads.org
Carol, Willow Site: Carol@newhavenreads.org
Jynnelle, Dixwell Site: Jynnelle@newhavenreads.org
Aimee, Bristol Site: Aimee@newhavenreads.org
Giana, NHR Saturday: Giana@newhavenreads.org
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